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Abstract: In this paper we present a novel wearable route framework alongside certain 
HCI (iHCI) model, where communication with innovation is broken down into multi day-
today movement. In this kind of HCI model a PC takes the info and attempts to yield an 
activity that is a proactive expectation of next activity of a client. Typically, in urban 
territories individuals use voice helped route frameworks or route rules showed on a cell 
phone. Some route frameworks are as of now introduced on vehicle dashboard, which 
needs express consideration so as to settle on driving choices. A route framework utilizing 
haptic recognition to direct a client all through a voyage is the key commitment of this 
paper. It doesn't request express client consideration and shows the sluggish type of 
innovative connection. This wearable gadget is a pointer sleeve, which comprises of 
vibrator modules, Bluetooth correspondence module and Microcontroller Unit (MCU). A 
working model has been constructed and tried. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Wearable processing empowers human to wear a computational gadget on body. Wearable 
gadgets can be of numerous sorts, and every location explicit use case, for example, savvy 
glasses, brilliant wrist watch, heart observing headsets and some more[1]. With the approach 
and developing prominence of wearable gadgets like the Google Glass, Fitbit Flex, Nike fuel 
Band, LG life Band and the Oculus crack, wearable registering is demonstrating to be one of 
the major mechanical progressions in the 21st century. These body mounted gadgets can 
screen different exercises progressively[2]–[4].  

For a wearable route gadget the achievement consider lies the precision of navigational 
flagging and subtle cooperation. With Implicit Human Computer Interaction model, client 
need not really be associating with the registering framework. In addition, communication 
with constrained visual consideration is frequently underscored as a plan objective for 
wearable information. Finger Sleeve, a wearable route gadget, works alongside the Android 
Smartphone. Android Operating Systems (OS) based Smartphone covers biggest shopper 
piece of the overall industry, which encourages us pick Android Smartphone as a GPS pilot. 
Here android OS based Smartphone is running a Google Map like application and giving the 
navigational sign to the Finger Sleeve. The client needs to wear Finger Sleeve and pair it with 
the Smartphone running a navigational application. Finger Sleeve gives simple route all 
through an adventure[5].  

Further, while driving a vehicle or riding a bicycle, the client is calmed from looking into 
Smartphone to get present bearings, sparing a great deal of time and keeping away from un-
fundamental risks. The commitments of this paper are – (1) to decide the practicality of the 
Finger Sleeve; (2) a proof-of-idea, to utilize the Finger Sleeve for without eyes route; (3) 
Validation of potential advantages of Finger Sleeve, all things considered, situation[6]. 

2. DESIGN OF FINGER SLEEVE 
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A working model of Finger sleeve has four modules; each module is dependable to play out a 
particular show tion as depicted underneath:  

1. HC-05: It is utilized to send and get information remotely to/from android OS based 
Smartphone. Another option is to utilize Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) module[7]–[11].  

2. Arduino Nano: It has ATmega168 microcontroller with 16KB memory to store the code. It 
is dependable to run computational undertakings.  

3. Smaller scale Vibrators: Two miniaturized scale vibrators are utilized to give a vibrational 
pointer of particular heading.  

Every vibrator relates to specific haptic navigational sign viz. Right or Left. Li-particle 
Rechargeable Battery Pack: Battery pack is capable to control the Arduino nano. It is a 
battery-powered battery skilled to keep up 80% limit after 800 cycles. The littlest size of a 
battery pack, miniaturized scale vibrator, Microcontroller Unit (MCU) and Bluetooth module 
encourages Finger Sleeve to be worn effectively[12].  

Structure attributes of Finger Sleeve-direct activity, setting mindful info and social 
acknowledgment are roused from Rekimoto's plan rules for unobstructive wearable 
innovation  

The small scale vibrators will be so installed into sleeve, one each to left, and to right half of 
a finger, that they are practically undetectable. The game plan of small scale vibrators is 
appeared in Figure 2. The finger sleeve ought to preferably be worn on proximal phalanx and 
some piece of proximal between phalangeal joint. It is agreeable to utilize and slothful type of 
collaboration[13]–[16]. 

3. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have introduced the test results and top to bottom investigation of the Finger 
Sleeve model for route during strolling and driving a vehicle errands. Finger Sleeve, a 
wearable navigational right hand, demonstrates the capability of being successful 
navigational reference point. Fundamental investigations of client responses and plausibility 
of utilizing such wearable navigational gadget propose that it is a simple to utilize and 
pertinent for the navigational needs of the client in present period.  

Such navigational framework stands a base for various applications, which can be stretched 
out from the essential adaptation, for example, –  

1. Media controller for a Smartphone.  

2. A wearable pointing gadget.  

3. Adjustable keys to be utilized alongside the mouse.  

4. Finger sleeve can help outwardly weakened, yet it must be coordinated with hindrance 
discovery frameworks. 
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